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With the development of China’s economic, as well as the scarce land resources, 
the problem from parking in residential communities has become inhabitants’ center 
of attention. Before the promulgation of Property Law, there wasn’t any clear and 
unified presentation and regulation about uptown garages, which results in the 
absence of legislative authority and theoretical basis for judging the ownership of 
garages. The implement of Property Law provides basic legislative authority for this 
problem, which seems to end this dispute from legislative level. However, because 
Property Law’s provision is too general, it couldn’t solve the ownership problem of 
garages radically in juridical practice. On the basis of classification and determining 
the nature of garages, the thesis studies the external advanced experience and method, 
and then puts forward its opinion about the ownership of uptown garages. Besides that, 
the thesis analyses the jurisprudential interpretation of article 74 and construction of 
relevant systems, in order to offer a proposal for solving the ownership problem of 
uptown garages. Besides of preface and epilogue, the thesis consists of four parts. 
The first part points out that the thesis mainly discusses the ownership problem 
of this kind of garage which is programmed to park cars, from the standpoint of 
concept and classification of garages. On the basis of classification, it puts forward 
that the garage’s legislative nature is the object of condominium ownership 
(sondereigentum).  
The second part studies garages’ ownership system in comparative method, 
reviews status of external legal regulation on ownership of uptown garages, and 
summarizes reference value for dealing with China’s ownership problem of garages. 
For example, it should classify uptown garages according to national conditions and 
the discussion on ownership model is supposed to be flexible. 
The third part studies the status of China’s garage ownership, and points out that 
article 74 has many defects, leaving many obscure problems to be interpreted. For 
example, how to explain the sentence which is to satisfy inhabitants’ need firstly and 
how to determine the meaning of convention and so on. Two typical cases indicate 
that article 74 is too general to be referred to while the courts decide the cases, 
resulting in different results despite of similar cases. 
















Property Law, such as defining the legislative nature of uptown garages, carrying out 
the provision which is to meet inhabitants’ need firstly and refining the meaning of 
convention. On the other hand, construction of relative supporting systems should be 
more normative and perfect. For example, perfecting system of immovable property 
registration and strengthening government regulation, in order to radically solve the 
ownership problem of uptown garages.  
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